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About This Game

BattleGoat Studios is pleased to present Supreme Ruler Ultimate, the pinnacle of sixteen years of development on the Supreme
Ruler series of Real Time Geo-Political Military Strategy Games for PC and Mac. Supreme Ruler Ultimate incorporates the

stories, campaigns, scenarios, and features from our previous releases and expands on them in our improved game engine. Take
control of any nation in the world from World War II through the Cold War and into the near future as our world lurches from

one crisis to the next. Play historical or modern Campaigns with specific objectives, attempt one of the many Set-Piece
Scenarios for a shorter game, or customize your game experience by picking any nation in the various era Sandboxes and
choosing your own preferred Victory Condition. With so many options to choose from, Supreme Ruler Ultimate provides

virtually unlimited replayability!

- Play Historical or Futuristic Campaigns.
- Take Control of any Nation in Sandbox Mode and impact the outcome of an era.

- Challenge yourself with Historical Scenarios for a faster-paced gameplay experience.
- The butterfly effect... Influence the timeline and outcome of thousands of historical events.

- Use Diplomacy, Trade, Espionage, and Intimidation to influence the policies of other nations.
- Guide your Nation through an era of unprecedented Scientific Advancement.

- Modernize your economy to support your social and military policies.
- Sophisticated Real-Time Strategic and Tactical Control of your Military Forces.

- Detailed historically-accurate armies down to the Battalion level.
- Choose your level of control. Make all decisions or use your Cabinet Ministers to help.
- Battle the elements! Fully integrated weather model influences battlefield outcomes.
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- Up to 16 players in Multiplayer over local network or Internet (PC only)
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Title: Supreme Ruler Ultimate
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
BattleGoat Studios
Publisher:
BattleGoat Studios
Release Date: 17 Oct, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, Windows 7 or later

Processor: Intel Pentium IV or better

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: ATI/Nvidia/Intel DirectX 9 Compatible

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: Direct X Compatible

Additional Notes: Resolution: 1280x800 or higher

English,French,German
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No gamepad support on a sidescrolling SHMUP. Instead, you clunkily move with the WASD and aim with the mouse, with Q
assigned to changing your direction from left or right. Having to hit A to dodge enemy fire or line up your own shots better,
while using Q to change direction makes it very awkward to get much rhythm in either dodging enemy bullets or taking out
enemies. The red\/black\/white aesthetic is interesting, and some of the ship designs are cool, but being able to see where the
background is stitched together \/ mirrored is a bit distracting \/ takes away from the immersion of the game, The main reason I
wouldn't recommend the game is that the controls are pretty bad with a keyboard. The music is well-done. Seemingly random
levels and no intial presentation to a storyline make it less immersive, but lend more to an 'arcade' feel. If not for the lack of
gamepad support (or if it had customizable controls..) it might be worth checking out, but as-is I would not be deceived into
thinking it plays more fluid than what is previewed in the trailer. If you're a big fan of mecha designs or SHMUPs and want to
support the developer by purchasing the game, some of the ship designs are cool, and as said before the music is cool, but it's a
bit cumbersome to play.. For Windows 10 (and possibly the other windows) I got Overseer to work using K-lite codec pack then
its Codek Tweak tool where I clicked on preferred splitter and choosed LAV SPLITTER for .MPEG. Finally click on
PREFERRED DECODERS and choose LAV VIDEO for MPEG-2.

http:\/\/www.softpedia.com\/get\/Multimedia\/Video\/Codec-Packs-Video-Codecs\/KLite-Codec-Pack.shtml. Volume 2 is
technically the third stand-alone You Don't Know Jack game, the second being YDKJ Sports. Much like volume 1, the humor is
the driving force behind the game along with the trivia. A few new features have been added to distinguish it from volume 1,
such as the introduction of DisorDat and Celebrity Collect Calls, that keep the game fresh. Like the previous installment, this is
a sound purchase for trivia masters, comedy lovers, and almost anyone else.. Used to have this game on my phone and played it
all the time, This is exacally the same, great way to zone out and farm some animals. Just make sure they dont run out of food or
else the animals get grumpy haha. i was excited for maggie's apartment like little else after playing 4 lung boy, an adventure
game about being young and socially uncomfortable made by anatola for a game jam (it is also FREE, please check it out) and i
was not disappointed. i got the same feeling playing this as i remember playing strange edutainment games as a kid. the
EXCELLENT (as always) animation and artwork goes a long way to bringing me there, along with your talking plant buddies
and your neighbors who are somehow weirder as people. there's a playfulness and sweetness to it that makes the more mature
themes all the more emotionally pointed. maggie's apartment is further proof that we're really lucky anatola howard decided to
make video games.

got stuck a couple times but still enjoyed myself. just remember to click on the ceiling floor and walls often to hear new things
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from people, and you should be ok i think.. This little puzzle game has its appeal. What I really enjoy is being able to get the
achievements for the different levels AFTER I have gained all of the skulls. It doesn't make you start over the level from the
beginning like other puzzle games. Anything that makes getting achievements easier is a good thing in my book.. So I got
Goblins Part 1 because of the deluxe edition.
You had to start with new characters, because now everybody is a Goblin.
Compled part 1, it was ok\u00e9-ish, not bad, not good.
I saw the deluxe edition not has this part, part 2.

So I was half-forced to buy part 2, who plays only half an advneture, right?
Part 2 was less fun than part 1. Just more of the same, go grab some firework for the boss, done...
They didn't even took the time to make an achievment for completed this DLC.
Which is weird, because completing Goblins part 1 did give an achievment.

I feel this extra level is just a money grab, even making these DLC's while the maingame is FULL of buggs is bad.

Also, the bossfight in this DLC has a massive bug, I had to restart the game (ALT-F4) three times untill I found a card I could
click that didn't freeze the game.

So, enjou the long main adventure, and be happy with it, this DLC is downhill from that.
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Has promise and glimpses of glory, but in the end it falls short.

Compared to Farming Simulator 15, it has some wonderful bright spots that were enough to keep me playing it for awhile. The
brightest spots were that you start off as a small farm, with minimal buildings that you can upgrade. For example, you cannot
start off storing just all the grain you want of any type, you start off with wheat storage, and have to build bins for the rest and
can upgrade them to hold more capacity. The rest of the buildings work in a similar fashion.

The other biggest selling point is you start off as a novice farmer with poor skills. There is a category for just about everything,
and as you perform each skill, such as harvesting, you become better at harvesting making your combine perform with less grain
loss. You get similar bonuses for each other category.

Farm Expert has a few other minor improvements over Farming Simulator. It feels like a bit more of a simulation. It actually
shows you climbing up your tractor instead of magically appearing inside it as you do with Farming Simulator. In Farm Expert,
you also cannot jump out of your tractor when it is moving. There are other little things too, like you actually have to go to a
store to buy seed\/fertilizer for your farm storage instead of always having an endless supply at your farm. Also, in Farm Expert
you can actually miss the wagon and dump your entire combine load on the ground. Farming Simulator 15 will not let you make
this mistake. Another nice feature is when plowing, it actually shows furrows in the field, and you can actually plow with a
wheel in the furrow and it tilts the tractor at an angle as it would in real life. It also has realistic detection for the ground you are
working in a field. In Farm Simulator, even if you drive in a crazy curvy circle around the field, the ground you work shows up
behind you in either a straight line across the field, perpendicular, or a 45 degree angle in between. With Farm Expert, it
actually shows the curves while working the ground and that made me giddy.

At this point, it actually sounds like an amazing game, and it would be, but then you start to notice the problems. Like when I go
to put down my cultivator at the main farm on the concrete pad, as I lower it before detaching, I see the blades disappear under
the concrete. Then I look over at my plow, and it is also slightly sitting below the concrete. There are some other physics
problems too. Like when I parked my tractor at the edge of the field while harvest, parallel to the field, it slid sideways very
slowly and ended up in the middle of the field by the time I was done harvesting. There was barely any slope at all to the field. I
actually thought it was flat until this started to happen and then I noticed the slight grade.

It is more than just that mistake too. While plowing slightly downhill, if you stop with the plow still in the ground, the tractor
still rolls forward at a noticeable speed. This is very troubling because in real life, it would have to be a very, very steep slope for
this to happen, probably something like a black or double black diamond ski slope. Maybe even steeper. It does this for all
equipment, not just a plow. There is something very wrong with the physics engine in this game.

Another minus for this game is the lack of major equipment brands, but this might not bother you so much. They do have some
minor brands, but for some, like the base combine you can buy, it is generic green with no brand name on it at all. I was so
happy about the other features of this game that I overlooked this aspect of the game until other problems started to show.

Overall, it is a good game, and if they continue to make improvements and possible fix the physics, it would be an amazing
game. However Farming Simulator 15 is already a better game, and without the wonderful community of mod support that
Farming Simulator 15 has, I just cannot recommend Farm Expert 2016.
. Found this game a must play as the music is amazing, it has its funny moments and it gets intense with progression.
I think this is the first game like this that I have sat down to play and enjoyed so! :P 10/10 2 thumbs up and 2 big toes up.. I
played this game way back when. This was one of my favorite games for the computer at the time, up there with Insaniquarium
and Snail Mail. Solid gameplay, easy to play, difficult to master, much like most Pop Cap games. It is a crime how overlooked
this game is. Buy it now.. This is not an elaborate review, however they enjoyment and excitement I have been able to crop up
from this game with only a couple of hours is astonishing. It's a steal at this price point, including almost 2 full 20$ novels due to
the nature of the varying paths and decisions available. I would highly recommend this to anyone with a love of reading, of role
playing games. If you would like to check out some of the gameplay available, I will leave a link below to my channel, where I
play through the game. Spoilers beware, although your playthrough will not be the same as mine.
-https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/playlist?list=PLQRhrEoQAG0E86fEnakjSlwL9otl3yl4W. This game is horrible.
\u062c\u0645\u064a\u064a\u064a\u0644\u0647 \u0648\u0645\u0633\u0644\u064a\u0647 \u0628\u0639\u064a\u062f
\u0639\u0646 \u0627\u0644\u0627\u0644\u0639\u0627\u0628 \u0642\u062a\u0627\u0644 :). Reminded me of some alternate
reality where Doom and Tron were the same thing. That thing is surprisingly fun!
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Supreme Ruler Ultimate Update - Rail Transport!:
We're pleased to release a new update for Supreme Ruler Ultimate - featuring Rail Transport and a new Scenario!

Version 9.1.49

 RAIL TRANSPORT added

 - Units will use Rail Transport when available

 - Subject to Game Setting and Defense Dept ROE

 - Rail transport is constant speed, no fuel use, no eff/morale penalty

 Rail efficiency increased in supply model

 Updated Colombian Leader

 Some Equipment list updates

 Adjusted starting World Volatility to Low in WWII Campaigns

 Fixes to Campaign Lobby list

 SRU - New Scenario Added - "Battle of Russia"

 SRGW DLC - New Scenario Added "Brinkmanship"

Thank you to our players and fans for your continued support!!

-- The BattleGoat Team
. Supreme Ruler Ultimate Update - Version 9.1.85:
BattleGoat is pleased to announce another free content/feature/fixes update to Supreme Ruler Ultimate!

Version 9.1.85

 2D mesh game option added - switch between old 2D and new 3D unit pictures

 Revised visual/sizing of 3D unit pics - custom for leg, upgrades.

 Minor UI Fixes/Improvements

 Updated Poland Leader (Modern)

 Updated Pakistan Leader (Modern)

 Added Rio Negro Bridge to modern maps

 Added rubber resources/plantations to Thailand, Indonesia, Brazil (São Paulo), Colômbia (Borgata), Guatemala and
C’ote D’Ivoire to reflect modern markets and to reduce Malaysian control over rubber

 Added Russian towns/villages to Global Crisis and Cold War maps

 Added events to change Saudi-Canadian relations in modern maps
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 Set ISIS at war with Syria & Iraq in world 2020 & 2018

 ISIS has been removed from the 2018 sandbox

 Mapeditor fixes and minor updates

 Fixed Custom Map / Map Editor support for no Backmap image

 Support High Definition (HD) Imagery Tiles on/off, change filename prefix

 Updates for Building Caches - Cache will build with correct name and add to \Cache dir

 Wait dialog shows when building caches

 Lobby Scenario Setup option for forcing new cache build

 Added 'nocontinents' game setup key - for custom maps

 Options now saving : ovhide3dterrain, bcapstarrel, buse2dmesh

-- The BattleGoat Team. Supreme Ruler Ultimate Released!:
BattleGoat Studios is thrilled to announce the release of their latest Real Time Geopolitical Strategy / Wargame, Supreme Ruler
Ultimate. Lead Designer and Co-Founder David Thompson commented, "This title represents fourteen years of what has been a
labor of love. Supreme Ruler Ultimate is the culmination of all the design revisions and content we've created since forming the
studio in 2000 and there should be something for everyone, whether they want to re-play WWII or take over the world from a
near future Scotland or an independent Texas!”

BattleGoat's Lead Programmer and Co-Founder George Geczy added, "Supreme Ruler Ultimate brings together our vision for a
truly epic strategy game that encompasses some of the most turbulent times of human history - World War II, the Cold War, and
the challenges we face in the near future. We're proud to have made one of the most detailed and comprehensive series of
strategy games ever created." Previous BattleGoat titles in the Supreme Ruler series are Supreme Ruler 2010, Supreme Ruler
2020. Supreme Ruler Cold War, and Supreme Ruler 1936.

Thompson went on to answer questions about the future of the series. “Right now we are quite happy with what the Supreme
Ruler series has achieved. Ultimate gets us to what we originally envisioned and we will continue to supply additional content
for our players and support to our modding community. While we do not currently have plans for another Supreme Ruler stand-
alone title, we will still update and enhance the game based on community feedback. Everyone at BattleGoat feels indebted to
our players and we continue to appreciate the support they provide us!”

Supreme Ruler Ultimate is available now for PC and Mac through Steam.

About Supreme Ruler Ultimate
The pinnacle of fourteen years of development on the Supreme Ruler series of Real Time Geo-Political Military Strategy
Games for PC and Mac. Supreme Ruler Ultimate incorporates the stories, campaigns, scenarios, and features from our previous
releases and expands on them in our improved game engine. Take control of any nation in the world from World War II through
the Cold War and into the near future as our world lurches from one crisis to the next! Play historical or modern campaigns with
specific objectives, attempt one of the many Set-Piece Scenarios for a shorter game, or customize your gaming experience by
picking any nation in the various era sandboxes and choosing your own preferred Victory Condition. With so many options to
choose from, Supreme Ruler Ultimate provides virtually unlimited replayability!

Suggested Retail Price: $29.99

- Play Historical or Futuristic Campaigns and Maps.
- Take Control of any Nation in Sandbox Mode and impact the outcome of an era.
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- Start in 1936 and progress well into the 21st century for an Epic Game-play experience.
- Challenge yourself with Set-Piece Scenarios for a faster-paced game.
- The butterfly effect... Influence the timeline and outcome of thousands of historical events.
- Use Diplomacy, Trade, Espionage, and Intimidation to influence the policies of other nations.
- Guide your Nation through an era of unprecedented Scientific Advancement
- Modernize your economy to support whatever social and military policies you choose.
- Sophisticated Real-Time Strategic and Tactical Control of your Military Forces.
- Detailed historically-accurate armies down to the Battalion level.
- Choose your level of control. Make all decisions or use your Cabinet Ministers to help.
- Battle the elements! Fully integrated weather model influences battlefield outcomes.
- Up to 16 players in Multiplayer over local network or Internet (PC Only)

About BattleGoat Studios
BattleGoat Studios is a Canadian Software Developer committed to developing leading edge "Intelligent Strategy Games".
BattleGoat’s game design history dates back to the first text-based Supreme Ruler game in 1982, making Supreme Ruler one of
the oldest computer gaming franchises still in development. The design team firmly believes that Strategy Gamers are looking
for more sophisticated games that also remain fun to play. BattleGoat insists that their approach to development will always
emphasize an accurate, heavily researched environment assuring players an entertaining and immersive gameplay experience.
Their previous PC releases are Supreme Ruler 2010, Supreme Ruler 2020, Supreme Ruler Cold War, and Supreme Ruler 1936..
Supreme Ruler Ultimate Update 9.0.14 Released:
Changes and Updates to Supreme Ruler Ultimate since release:

Version 9.0.14

 Leaders added to some key regions in World 2020 and Global Crisis 2020

 Starting region debt should now properly create debt bonds on new games with national debt

 1940 Sandbox/Campaign fixes to represent final days of Operation Weserübung (Norway)

 New Tutorial added – work in progress. Tutorial content works but more content will be added to this tutorial in future
revisions

 Events fixes in the ’36 and ’40 maps

 Strategic Targeting controls for Allies of Enemy and All Enemies fixed

 Map balance improved for modern maps

 Regional data fixes for modern maps

 New Unit Equipment Meshs (provided by forum member hoddized)

 Various map fixes

 Minor Tech Tree changes

 Minor GUI fixes

 Updates to Manual

Version 9.0.12
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 Resolved memory issue with excessive diplomatic offers

 AI regions will no longer make diplo offers to dead regions

 Improved internal handling of dead region AI

 New Mac Installs default to 16-bit Resolution to improve performance

 Diplomatic trade of missiles now also allows reserve show for ally/mutdef/nonaggr

 Graphic options level setting sets all levels high/low, not just satellite imagery

 Further improvement to AI trading resource code (prevent over-trading)

 Resolve Newsitems / Don't show AI list memory leak

 Known Designs updated for Russia

 Equipment file minor fixes

 Fixed region data for France in 2020 era maps

 Order of Battle fixes

 Loyalty Penalties Game Option added to Scenario Settings

Version 9.0.9

 Fixed AI minister setting of production levels when trade but no local demand

 Loyalty penalty for production in non-loyal areas reduced if civapr > 35%

 Optimized size of many unit textures (improve memory/performance issues)

Version9.0.7

 Resolved a small memory leak (possible crash issue)

 Resolved rare game-freeze issue

 Added error checks for bad region # in email messages (Marco Bridge email fix)

. Supreme Ruler Ultimate Update "Insider Build" Version 9.1.12:
As announced in our Developer Q&A Video, which you can watch here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RsjdTG_DQ-o
the next Supreme Ruler Ultimate Update is nearly ready for release.

As this update includes a number of Engine as well as Content changes, we are releasing this under a new "Insider Build"
program. We encourage players to give the latest build a try and get back to us with feedback and any issues they encounter.

Changes in this build:

Version 9.1.12
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 Increase PPL max id from 2399 to 4999 (reserve 4000 range for modders)

 More checks for valid ppl id ranges in scripted events

 Updated Compiler and optimizations for performance improvements

 Updated DirectX Engine code for performance improvements

 Updated Steam SDK

 Replaced Miles Sound System with XAudio2

 Replaced MP3 files with newer xWMA format

 Content: deployment of Syrian troops fixed in SR2020

 Content: text fixes in language translations

 Replacing DirectPlay with Steam Networking

 Support for Steam Lobbies (beta development)

 Removed support for LAN networks (must create Steam Lobby)

 Player Name length extended to 31 char max (from 15)

 Fixed MP speed set issue with wrong icon speed showing

 Fixed MP pause/restart issue when running at slow speeds

 Added "cheat trumpme" (add or subtract $1 trillion)

 Increased maximum number of battlegroups to 250 from 99

 Slight adjustment to goods base pricing of low gdp regions with low production costs

 Adjusted sequence of loadgamefix cache creation code - to deal with some orbats issues of grouped regions

 Resolved rare division by zero treasury error when region falls

 36 New models courtesy Nerei

 Leaders and Governments updated for 2017 and 2020

 Regional Relationship fixes and updates

 A number of Mapfixes (facilities, etc)

 Equipment List Updates

Important issues on this Insider Build:
- This update is currently for PC only. Don't worry, Mac will be coming soon!
- The Multiplayer changes are in Beta mode and will have issues - see discussion on the forums for more information.

To install this Insider (beta) Build:
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- In your Steam Library, right click on the Supreme Ruler Ultimate game title
- Select Properties from the menu.
- Select the BETAS tab.
- Click the dropdown, and select the insider Early Build beta.

When you play, you can confirm that you are running the Insider Build by looking at the version number in the menu - it should
display as 9.1.12.

We look forward to your feedback, more to come soon!

- The BattleGoat Studios Team

. Supreme Ruler Ultimate Update 9.0.73 and DLC Released:
We're pleased to announce a new free update for Supreme Ruler Ultimate. In addition, we're excited to release the new Trump
Rising DLC - available now for free!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/494110

Play through new Sandbox and Campaign games as Donald Trump, starting in January 2017 as you take office as President, or
in 2020 as the world is struggling with chaos and volatility. Or play as any of over 200 updated current day leaders.

Changes in this update:

Version 9.0.73

 Create Units events now respects "nounits on startup" for day 0 / fastfwd

 Create Units event will only create reserve units if the base ownership matches region

 High volatility now more likely to be applied against bordering regions

 Content fix: Remove non-nuclear Silo ICBMs from equipment list

 Content: Trump Wall and Trump Tower now require "Trump Ideology" tech

 Content: Small changes to Aircraft techs

 Content: No Syrian troops in the ISIS territory at start

 Some relationship changes

 Will maintain Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi as ISIS leader when starting as region

 Emplacements can now be built, and can be garrisonned (modern maps); under 'transport'

Version 9.0.71

 Fixed Social And Taxation screens using wrong datacode (icons)

 Fixed orientation of Trump Wall to east-west

 Some Adjustments to ISIL relations (world gets belli, Syria-ISIS, etc)
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 Fixed applyapproval code for handling approval penalties more consistently

 US partitions have been given US Military Unit Availability

Version 9.0.70

 Tactical nukes will now auto fire if missile & unit are set for opp fire & nuke use on

 Cannot turn on launch authority for a Strategic Nuke (only Tactical)

 Clear out product display data when a region dies (not in saves; visual only)

 Supply unit over-deployment / repeat deploy attempt issue resolved

 Supply units should attempt to refill cargo before departing on resupply mission

 Improved some performance elements esp on single-player games

 Exile regions with land but no urban hex will lose their land

 Fix UI element in notifications and notification lists (flags, positioning of items, etc)

 Fixed Fuel/Ammo "capture" when capturing water hexes

 Adjusted Fuel/Ammo capture amounts based on total stocks

 Content Fixes: Leaders for Modern World updated

 GlobalCrisis.scenario now uses same CVP and RegionIncl as W2020 (unified)

 Regional changes to Cypress, French Colonies, Falklands, Serb Republic, etc

 ISIS and Kurdistan are now active regions

 Map Fixes (Names, Facilities)

 Russian North passage is now international waterway

 Sea Transport "early unload" when passing port / land issue resolved

 Unload command will preference pier/port and facing direction over other adjacent hexes

 Can no longer load/unload planes onto ships if not at port

 Fixed possible issue of colonies without parents if region file not complete

 Units without a valid region now eliminated on load

 Implemented AI Theatre Transfer list - better AI long distance pathing

 Fixed/updated aistance / playeraistance use & definitions (may affect save games)

 Aistance can now be set from Lobby Game Settings (AI defensive/aggressive etc)
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 AI election losses only cause full political shift on Volatility High or Very High

 When not doing full polshift. AI election losses will align civ/dip rels

 Greater use of high volatility settings

 Exiled regions that return to life will be with same leader (no gov change or polshift)

 AI Alliances will tend to be more spaced out

 Minimap slides to right instead of down (more screen area)

 New Facilities available: Trump Tower, Trump Wall

 Equipment List adjustments and changes as suggested by Zuikaku's Mod

 Default Volatility levels increased for some sandboxes (GC is now Very High)

. Supreme Ruler Ultimate Version 9.0.50 Update Released!:
We are pleased to release our latest update to all Supreme Ruler Ultimate players!

The highlights of this version are significant changes to the AI diplomacy code and the economic model code, especially for
long-term games. A great deal of improvements have been made for games that play from 1936 into the 1950's, and for AI
actions when the maps are set to High Volatility, as well as AI code that handles alliances and "endless wars".

Changes in this version:
Version 9.0.50

 In High volatility, more use of variability in AI decisions on alliances, wars

 In increased volatility, more chance of AI attacks against protected (sphere ally) regions

 Volatility increases movement of diplomatic relations and belli over time

 Idle wars will improve relations and reduce belli over time

 treatyintegrity and externalintegrity will gradually increase (dip difficulty related, civ appr too)

 Belli is gained against largest army / largest build cap (2020 style, reduced)

 wmapproval and subsidyrate gradually rise over time, based on civ approval

 AI consider idle war in peace offers (prevent endless wars)

 Ruler AI - "nosphere" game option expanded to more alliances / war calculations

 Improvements to some random factors

 Petrol, Electricity, and Finished goods production & use multipliers will gradually increase from SR1936 to
SRCW/2020 values (10x and 20x) over 10 years

 Node production will slowly increase/decrease if less/greater than world demand (not U)

 Fixed bug preventing regions selling colony stocks to market (ie rubber) causing hoarding
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 Increased AI frequency of trade offers for goods with incoming trade source (ie colony)

 AI regions will offer los/transit/mutualdef first before an alliance offer

 More possibility for AI regions with smaller armies to declare war in "gang up" situation

 Greater emphasis to ally / war with bordering regions

 greater use of aistance (.scenario file) and playeraistance (.cvp file) for decisions

 Clean up AI thread random number functions to new standard

 Belli no longer has gradual decline on maps with AI stance above normal

 If govt falls in AI region that is not part of superpower alliance, then major policy and relations shift (except if volatility
is lowest)

 Reported region-fall crash fixed, somehow. Original cause unknown.

 AI regions-not-at-war issue with not researching units resolved

 Minor UI fixes related to UN territory

 Games will begin with a wider range of election dates starting 2 years out

 US Election dates now progress when leader doesn't change

 State Department democracy ETT now shows polls of inspected region properly

 Considerable refactor/fixing of AI Region Enemy/Offer Peace code

 Fixed issue where AI Regions would negotiate with colonies instead of parents

This build is available for both PC and Mac.
Note: This build is no longer compatible with Windows XP. See this thread to revert to a windows XP Version:
http://www.bgforums.com/forums/viewtopic.php?f=72&t=24898

Most of these changes will affect saved-games as well as new games, although a few elements will only be in full force in new
games.
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